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Abstract

An experimental program was conducted
to investigate the relationship of sweep
angle to cavitation inception on hydro-
foils and to deterioration of hydrofoil
performance due to cavitation. Teats were
carried out in a water tunnel on a meriem
of four conmtant-chord l emimpan hydrofoil
models with mweep anglem of 0, 15, 30 and
4 5 degrees, rempectively. Measurement8 of
lift and drag were made, varying incidence
and cavitation number for each model.

The results obtained show a conmider-
able increase in the mpeed for cavitation
inception with increasing sweep angle.
Alma, the l peed for sffectively subcavi-
tated  operation, am meamured by perform-
ance, warn  found to increase mignificantly
with increaming mweep angle. The latter
gain8 were in evidence from a determina-
tion of the variation witk forward l pined
of maximum lift-drag ratio and of drag at
constant lift.
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Nomenclature

foil area, ft*
drag coefficient - CD  - D/(l/ZpV*A)

lift coefficient - CL - L/.(l/?pV*A)

lift coefficient at a - 1 when lift
in held conmtant

drag,  lb
lift, lb
vapor premmure of water, paf

f r e e - • t r e a m  mtatic preecure,  pmf
free-•tremm speed, It/mea
foil angle of attaok,  de9
sweep angle, 4c9
free-•tremm mams density, l lugm/LtS
oavitation numlor -

0 - (P, - p,)  / W2A

Introduction

A major La&or in tha’domign  bf hydro-
f o i l  boitm  im t h e  linitation  i n  parform-
mnce  imwmod bv orvlt~tion.  The  preronoa-----  -  w -

aThis  rmmmmtah  wmm arrried out UndOr the
rrmval  Ship  6ymtaam  Coamnand General Nyrlro-
meohanicn  MsAArah Prowu, 6u

bK
rojeut

6R  009 01 01, l 4mIinimterod by t a #rval
ship &mearoh  and Development Center.
**Senior Reaearah tnginear.

of a cavity of vapor, canaod  by the lower-
ing in pressure on the suction aide of the
foil down to the vapor pressure of the
water, causes a very large reduction in
lift and a large increase in drag. In addi-
tion, the lifting surfaces can be seriously
eroded by cavitation when operated at or
near cavitation inception. Thus, the de-
signer im faced with 'the choice of either
limiting the speed of thle  craft to avoid
cavitation or accepting large losses in
efficiency and penalties in power required.

It can be shown  through a straightfor-
ward analymim that the maximum speed for
mubcavitatfng flight can bh  increased sub-
mtantially by utilizing sweepback. This
effect derivem from the same principle as
the one manifemted in forestalling of com-
pressibility effect8  on swept aircraft
wings . That is, the louding  on a given
wing section is  nearly independent of the
apanwise component of the flow so the speed
for cavitation inception is only determined
by the flow component normal to the leading
edge. If the foil im  swept, the forward
mpeed of the craft at which cavitation
occurs mumt then increase. This effect can
be put on a quantitative bamim  by analyzing
an infinite yawed foil, as outlined in the
Appendix. The l tudy reported here was di-
rected to determining experimentally
whether, for a hydrofoil of finite span,
the mpeed at which cavitation occur8  can be
increamed l ignificantly, to give corres-
ponding gains in performance, by employing
mweep.

Sweeping of the foil undoubtedly ham
detrimantal l ffectm on anme  aspects of per-
f ormance . There is a lo88  in lift effec-
tivenems with increasing l weep angle. The
boundary layer may build up near the tips,
mm it does on swept aircraft winqa,  crivins
rise to unfavorabio stall character~imticm’
and attendant  difficultiem in  tak.Sne  off.
ventilation of mtrutm (mtrutm  l hould also
b e  wept, o f  oourmr)  m a y  b e  d i f f i c u l t  t o
prevent at the highe:  speeds. Also, the
aimtribution  of 16ading-may  l dvermely
l ffeat stability and control. Some of the
4ima4vmnta9aa  16 be countered, however, by
employing varlrb 1l l wuap, which im  more
l amily implemente4  on a hydrofoil craft
than on &n  aircraft.

The  rpeaifia  obieotiv.  o f  t h i m  s t u d y  W A S
t o  drtrrmine  whather  a f o i l  o f  f i n i t e  am-
peat r a t i o ,  w i t h  mpanwimm lomding  vmria-
tionm,  amvitatea  e t  a  spa04  d e t e r m i n e 4  p r i -
marily from tha ahordwlrb  f low amponrnt.
Testa were aonduoted in the ll-inoh  water
tunnel at ths Ordnbnae  Reaebrch Laboratory,
Pennsylvania State UnivermLty,  on a rlrriem
of four oonmtmnt-chord, somimpan hydrofoil
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I models. The models had sweep angles of 0,
15, 30, and 45 degrees. Measurements  were
taken of the lift and drag  as a function
of incidence and cavitation number. The
test facility, models, and mounting and
measuring apparatus are described next.
The results of the tests are then dis-
cussed.

Test Facility, Models and Test Apparatus

Test Facility

The tests were c-‘j  tLlucted  in the closed-
ci rcu i t  water  tunnel  having  a  12-inch  cir-
cular test section at the Ordnance Research
Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University.
The tunnel provides a wide range of cavita-
tion numbers. Flowa of up to 80 feet per
second with test-section static presaures
from 3 to 60 psia can be obtained.

The upper leg  of the water tunnel, in-
cluding the test section with the mounting
apparatus of the subject tests installed,
is shown in Figure 1. Further details of
the facility are available in a report
describing the tunnel and its capabili-
ties. (1)

Hydrofoil Models

A series of four constant-chord, semi-
span hydrofoil models were tested, with
sweep angles of 0, 15, 30, and 45 degrees,
respectively. All models had the same area
and the same chord ar.d foil section taken
normal to the leading edge.

The model planforma  are as indicated in
Figure 2. The basic zero-sweep model has
a span of 6 inches and a chord of 2 inches,
giving an aspect ratio of six for full-
span flow, as approxfmated through the use
of a splitter plate. The span was chosen
to avoid wall interference in the 12-inch
test section of t1.c  water tunnel. The
chord was selected to give as high an as-
pect ratio as possible without imposing
severe structural requirements. The tang
for each model is the same, and is designed
to fit a common clamping device attached
to the measuring apparatus.

The foil section normal to the leading
edgo has the NACA designation of 16-309.
A sketch of the 16-309 section and a list-
i n q  o f  o f f s e t s  i s  g i v e n  i n  Piguro  3 .  T h i s
section has a maximum thickness of nine
percent  of chord. The  maximum thicknemm la
located mix tenthm of the chord from the
leading edge. The 16-309 mectton im well
suitetl to l ubcavitating operation becaume
it ham A relatively  low l uction peak at ltm
demfgn lift  coefficient of 0.30. It ham

ff=~~,$!b:::“p~~~:f~~‘~~,  f ! f;dl:fim:h:wo
U. 8. Navy’s PC (HI “nigh-pointn  hydrofoil

c r a f t .

Each model, with integral tang, warn cut
from a mingle workpl@oo of heat-trertod
416  l tainlomm steel.  The Urn0  of oxcep-
tionelly  rtrong matarlal  and, the avoidanca

of weldod construction were dictated by the
high bending stresses anticipated at the
root at low cavitation numbers.

Mounting and Measuring Apparatus

The mounting and meas.uring  apparatus
which was fabricated is shown schematically
in Figure 4. Photographs of the various
components of the apparatus are shown in
Figure 5a and the complete assembly is shown
in Figure 5b.

As can be seen from t.he figures, the ap-
paratus consists basically of a water-filled
cylinder mounted on a plate  which mates with
an opening in the circular test section of
the water tunnel. Fastened to the end plate
of the cylinder are two elements for measur-
ing forces normal and tangent to the foil
chord, respectively. These elements take up
the force component to be measured through
tension members. The unit has high natural
frequency and gives forc:e  readinqs which
are minimally affected by applied torque.
The clamp which holds the models bolts to a
flange on the outer force-measuring element.
The model projects through a slot in a cir-
cular insert in a rectangular splitter
plate. The splitter plate is screwed to the
tunnel wall. Foil incidence is changed by
loose. !nq  six bolts and rotating the cylin-
der through the desired angle, q indicated
by a scale attached to the unit (see Figure
5b).

Discussion of Results

Basic Data - Characterization of Flows

The tests were generally conducted on
each model in the following manner. F i r s t ,
foil incidence was selected and the tunnel
was brought up to speed. The free-stream
mpeed  was made as high as possible, without
giving excessive loads, in order to maln-
tain a high Reynolds number and to provide
good force readings. Once tunnel speed was
stabilized, test-section static pressure
was lowered in steps from a value somewhat
above atmospheric pressure. Force readings,
tunnel static and dynamic pressures and
water temperature w e r e  recorded after each
change in l tatic pressure. The character
and extent of cavitation, if any, was ob-
rerved and recorded.

When mufficient  data war obtained at a
given incidence, tunnel pressure was re-
turned to above atmompheric,  tunnel speed
warn  lowared, foil incidence wil’ changed and
the test procedure repoated. i\,ns were made
for angle8  of attack from -4 degrees to 10
degrsem  ln 2-degree increments.

The baaia  data warn &rived from thaso
runm,  with thr v a r i a t i o n  o f  l i f t  coefbi-
dent  CL and drag coefficient CD determined
am a function of cavitation number a for a
given angle of attack a~ and l weep angle A.
The force coefficisntm  and cavitation num-
b e r  are  defined  by

2



cL a L
1/2oV*A

DCD - - -
1/2pV*A

0
P, - Pc

I -
1/2ov*

where L and D are components of hydrody-
namic force normal and parallel, respec-
tively, to the free stream: V is free-
stream speed: p is water density; A is foil
area (12 square inches for all models); p,
is free-stream stutic  pressure and pc is
the vapor pressure of the wpter. The msxi-
mum errors incurred through recording and
reducing the data art)  estimated to be, in
general, from lq to 28 in CL,  from 2I to It
in CD, and from 1% to 2% in o. A complete
tabulAtibn of the data obtained is given
in Reference 4.

A representative variation of the Lorco
coefficients with cavitation numbur is
illustrated by the curves of Figurer 6, 7,
and 8. In those f igures,  CL,  CD,  and L/u,

respectively, are plotted aqainmt a for
G  - 8*, for both A = 0’  and h - 45.. The
identifying labels appearing with certain
OS the points are the figure numberm of
photographs taken of the model  when the
data for those points were recorded. Thus ,
the photographs of the zero-•weep model are
shown in Piqurea  9a  through 9d and thome of
the model with 45-degree sweep are given in
Piqurum  10a  through 1Od.

Following the curves f$cnn  the araa of
fully wetted  Slow in the direction of de-
creasing a, the Sirot noticeable change ia
a  rise  in the CL-curves  (Figure 61,  be-

qinninq at about o - 2.6 for A  - 0’  and at
about Q - 1.9 for h = 45’. Xt was found
through analyria of photographs and notes
made while data warn  being taken that the
paint at which CL  begins to increase gan-
l rslly markm  the inception  of cAvitAtion.
At about the  a(~me v~lum of or  or slightly
lema,  the C,,-cur~ea  ~180  begin to rise.

Upon  continuing into the region of par-
tially cavitated  fkw, A a~rria~um  in the
CL-curve  is noted, at o - 1.1 for A - 3.
And At Q * 0.67 for A - 45’. The urisam
in CL wA4  Sound to oaaurr  generAlly,  when
tho foil  WAS About  50%  UAVitAtd,  fOt
h - 0’. Thar8 Y&A ame inUreA  in thm
extent ai aAvitAtfon at the point of auxl-
mm CL with inaroaalrng  ,A, thors  gemrAlly
being  from 70 to 758  of thd  Loll  l ree
CavitAted with A - 4S’,

nexr, there are  maxlmumr  in the CD-
curvea  (tigure  6 )  ubiah  Qaaur  A t  0 still

lower cavitation number. The peak for
d = O0  is  at a = .8  and, for A = 45’, it is
at o = -6. The maximum in CD  appears to
correspond, for ~11  sweep arigles,  to the
cavitation number at which the foil is just
fully cavitated.

Note that the curves of L/D versus o
(Figure 7) do not have maxima or minima, but
instead decrease monotonically with decreas-
ing 0. Apparently the maximum in CL is just
sufficiently separated from the peak in CD
to make their ratio vary monotonically.

A good qualitative indication of the
effects of sweep on cavitation can be ob-
tained from a comparison of the photographs
in Figurer 9 and 10. No,te, f irst,  that
both the tip and root sections remain wetted
when the unswept foil im partially cavitated.
The swept SoSl,  on the other hand, can be
seen to experience csvitation  over the tip,
And A good deal more of the root section is
wetted, under comparable conditions.

Rather mOrA by good ftortune  than intent,
the phOtOgrAph  of ?iguraa  8 and 9 were
taken, for each model, At i;r;.rly the mane
cavitation numbers. That is, the flows
pictured by Piyurem  8~  and 9a  are at nearly
the acme  cavit.ation  number, 8b and 9b corre-
spond to about the same value of a, etc.
Although the lift coASSicienta for  3 - 45.
are UonaiderAbly  smaller thsn  thoae for
h - I)*,,  due to the loos in lift effective-
11*44, the aaaea for the two aweep  anqlem are
atill  comparable, mince the L/D-curvem are
not nearly so widely l eparAted. .The  differ-
ence in the L/D-curves im probably due to
the lower aspect ratio of the l wept model.
Note that the extent of cavitation of the
awept  model is considerably lams  than on tne
unswept ona, at All four cAvitation numberm.
The effect is evident from l atimatem which
were nude of tha  Areas c!avitAted  in the
phOtOgrAph  and cre liat.ed  below.

h-dog.
?igura

No.

45

104
lob

1 0 0

1Od

Estimated
Cavita- Percent
tion  No. Area

* a Cavitated

1.794 14.9
1,.093 55.6
0.,837 96.0
0.612 %lOO.O

1.681 3.3
1.046 31.9
0.771 45.3

0.594 85.0

Lffaat  of 8weep  on Cavitation Inception

The relAtionshi betwaen  foil sweep Angle
and tha  rpaed  at w R iah aAvitation first
occurs to any noticeable degrea is OS

_ . _. ,  I.  I ..-  , ,..

v----.--.--



particular inLereot  in relation to the
problem of cavitation damage. The deter-
mination of the cavitation number at which
cavitation first appears was found diffi-
cult to make with any precision by observ-
ing the flow. However, as was noted pre-
v i o u s l y , inception seems generally to
occur at the cavitation number at which
the lift coefficient begins to increase..

For the purposes of this report, then,
inception is defined as that point on the
CL vetsir?  0 curve  at which CL begins to
rise. In order or?  determine the variation
of cavitation number for inception, work-
ing plots of the lift coefficient as a
function of o for each angle of attack and
sweep angle, similar to those of Figure 6,
were first constructed. The point of in-
ception was then determined according to
the above definition. A p.IGt  was then con-
structed of the cavitation number at in-
ception as a function of lift coefficient,
for each of the four sweep angles. Those
curves are shown In Figure 11.

As can be seen from Figure 11, the ef-
fect of sweep on cavitation is clearly
noticeable. For A * 45',  the minimum
value for (I at inception is 0.22, and for

0. that minimum point is 0.35, giving
i Tati;  of free-stream speeds of 1.26.
That the benefit of sweep is not as notice-
able as might be expected for A - 15.  and
A = 30" must be due to effects of finite
asp5ct ratio. The value of o at inception
is proportional to cos2A  in the two-
dimensional came (See the Appendix), which
variation would give considerably sum
spread to the curves in the region of the
minima, for the  three lowest sweep angles.

Effect of Sweep on Performance

Two aspects  of the  relationship of cavi-
tation to the performance of swept foils
were investlgatoff. Specifically, the data
was analyzod to extract operating affi-
ciency, as measured by the maxis~nr lift-
drag ratio as a function of CaVftatfOn
number, and by the power required for a
specifio  design, as refhoted by the vatia-
tion of drag with forward spaad  for con-
stant lift.

The variation of the maxisws~ in L/D with
cavitation number was determined in the.
followina way. rirst,  working plot8 of
L/D w&s  o-wmra  constructed~  fbr  math
value of o and A. Than,  txoas plot8 warm.
genoratad  of L/D vermum  a with 3 aI a
paramster,  for l aoh weep  angle. The mxi-
IIIWII  was than  read off l aah oro8m  plot, to
form the curves shown in Ti9,:;zl2. Thr
abscissa of thora  plots i# o , whiah in
*some cavitation 9en0railj.  ouourred  at  the
lntersoctlon of the root with the splitter
plate  at romewhat highor  orvitmtion  nun-
barr. nowaver, premature oavitrtion in
thin ragion  oould prerumably  bo l liminatad
by more  omtoful design.

proportional to
temperature and
fixed.

forward speed when water
static pressure are held

From Figure 12, it can be seen that sweep-
ing of the foil increases the speed at which
cavitation causes a deterioration in perfor-
mance. The maximum L./D begins to drop off

rapidly at about o -l/2 - 1.3 for A = O",
while, for A * 45', the drop-off point is
at 0 -l/2 = 2.0. The decrease in maximum
L/D with sweep angle for the fully wetted
foils Is due primarily to the decrease in
aspect ratio with increasina sweep ansle
(the zero-sweep model has a-full-span-aspect
ratio of six, while that of the model with
A = 4S"  is three) and so is recoverable.
No explanation can be offered for the some-
what anomalous behavior of the model with
15 degrees of sweep, other than to note
that the larger L/D is due to a decrease in
drag, rather than an increase in lift, as A
is changed from 0 degrees to 15 degrees.

The variation of d.rag  with forward speed
for constant lift (i.e.,  for a given ship)
was derived ae follows. From working plots
of CL and CD versus o, cross-plots of the
lift and drag coefficients as a function of
angle of attack a, with o as the parameter,
were generated. It was then hypothesized
that the lift, L, is a constant. But the
lift coefficient, CL'. must.still vary with
forward speed  V, as must the cavitation
number. It is readily shown that CL must
be proportional to o if L is constantr

cL = cL,o

where CL, is the value of CL at o - 1. Thus,
5m value,  say 0.4, would first be selected
for C

Ll  l

Then, the value of CL at apprc-
priate valUb8  of o would be oalculated from
the above rslation. The crors-plot of CL
yersus  o was then co.nmulted  to determinm
the value of a for,oach CL value which was
calculated. Given a, the  drag coefficiant
could bo fakon  off the plot of CD versus o
and the ratio CI,/CL - D/L cornpy;:!.  The
ratio D/L 15 plotted against o in Pig-
uros  13, I4 and 15,  for valurs of CL, of
0.2, 0.4 and 0.6, rsspectivoly.

Tha plota of Tlguroa 13 through 15 can b5
regardad am  ahowing ths,vsriation,  in non-
dimonmlotml tonmr,  of drag with forward
rpea4. The plot8 oan be moon to show a
olsar pmrfannanoo  advantage for rwapt  foils.
Ths oharp  tire  in drag nm  rpasd  15  increased
oan  be attributed to aavitation. The point5
of oavitrtion lncopkion,  obtain&  from tig-
uro 11, which am indlorted  by a ass11  srrow
,on l aoh ourvo,  ata  rem to oocur  at a s
in tha vicinity of the sharp dreg  rim E”
tigurbr 13 and II. In Iriguro  15, with
CL,  - 0.6, the high loading  05~505
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cavitation to occur at all speeds except
for a small region near the minimum for
h = o". It can still be inferred, however,
that the drag rise is due to cavitation in
this came as well.

The shift to higher speed with increas-
ing sweep angle of the drag rise due to
cavitation can be seen for all three val-
ues of C

Ll.
The largest gain appears to

b e  f o r  C
=I

- 0.4 (Figure 14),  where the
curve for A - 45'  is shifted by an incre-
ment of about 0.43 in a -l/2 with respect
to the curve for h = 0'. This increment
represents an increase in speed of about
12.0 knots for p, - p, = 15 psi.

Conclusions

The results obtained indicate that there
are clear advantages to be obtained from
sweeping a hydrofoil. The speed at which
cavitation inception occurs is increased
with increasing sweep angle, so sweep
should alleviate the problem of erosion
due to cavitation. The speed for effec-
tively subcavitated operation, as measured
by performance, is increased by sweeping
the foil, as was seen from plots against
forward speed of maximum lift-drag ratio
and of drag at constant lift with sweep
angle a8 parameter.

The effects of aspect ratio were clearly
evident in the data. This would indicate
that the influence of foil planform and
other parameters, such as built-in twist
and proximity to a free surface, should be
taken into account if sweep is being con-
sidered for a specific application.

Appendix

Two-dimensional Analysis of the
Effect of Sweep on Cavitation

Inception

Consider an infinite yawed cylinder in
an incompressible, inviscid  flow of magni-
tude V, as represr?ted  in Figure 16. The
flow must be independent of n and is
assumed to be irrotational, so the flow
component in the n-direction must be con-
stant and of magnitude V sin A. Further,
let f(c,n)  denote the magnitude of the
gradient of the velocity potential of the
two-dimensional flow about a section of ,
the cylinder taken normal to the n-axis,
for a free stream of unit magnitude. Then
the magnitude of the component in the E-C
plane is fV  cos A. .Prom  Bernoulli's equa-
tion, the static pressure p at any point is
then given by:

P - P, - $32 (f2  - 1jcos:

occurs at a speed Vc,  where, from Eq.  (11,

vc
1 c 11'2(P,'p',)

-zzzi p (X2-,1)
.(2)

Thus, the speed for cavitation inception on
an infinite yawed foil varies inversely as
the cosine of the sweep angle. If, for
example, A - 1.188, which is representative
of subcavitating sections,  then increasing
h f?om  zero to 45 degrees increases Vc from
about 43 knots to 60 knots.
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(1)

where p is the free-stream static pressure
. ;.._  . . .'d'.

and p it  the fluid density. Thus, if p, Figure 1. Water tunnel upper leg with

is the vapor pressure and A is the maximum
model mounting apparatus
installed in  the test section.

value of f. the inception of cavitation
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Figure 2. Model planforms.
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Figure 3. the NXA  16-309 foil section
and listing of offsets

Water-filled
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C Rectangular
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- insert
aplittr  plate -Mod.!

Figure 4. Schematic of mounting and
measuring apparatus.
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Figure2  5. Test apparatus components
and assembly.
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Figure 8. Variation of L/D with 0 at
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Figure 9. Extent of oavitation  at four
different c:avitaticl  numbers
for 0 = 8O,,  A = O"
(see Figures 6, 7 and 8)
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Figure 10. Extent of cavitation at four
different: cavitation numbers
for (I = 0°,  A = 45'
(see'Figures  6, 7 and 8).
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Figure 9. Extent of cavitation at four
different cavitatic? numbers
for 0 - 8O, A = O"
(see Figures 6, 7 and 8)
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Figure 7. Variation of CD  with a at II = 8'
for n =: 00 and A = 45'.
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Figure 8. Variation of L/D  with n at
o = 8O for A * O" and I. * 4S9.
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Figure 10. Extent of cavitation at four
different cavitation numbers
for a = ISo, A = 4Sa
(see'Figures  6, 7 and 8).
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finite yawed  cylinder.


